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Product Overview
SkinStim

SkinStim is a non-invasive portable bioelectric stimulation system 

designed for at-home use. An easy-to-use skin mask delivers proprietary 

low-intensity, low-frequency bioelectric signals to treat common skin 

conditions including age-related changes and acne.

SkinStim’s multi-patented technology modulates the gene expression 

of key pro-regenerative skin proteins that naturally deplete with age. The 

system is designed to recruit stem cells, improve blood flow, and increase 

target proteins that contribute to skin elasticity, cellular repair, skin texture

improvement, collagen production, and wrinkle reduction.
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Generation One

Generation Two

Standard $199- Bioelectric Stimulator

Premium $399- Bioelectric Stimulator and LED Mask

FDA clearance for

at home use pending

FDA clearance for

at home use pending

FDA cleared

Deluxe $599

• Bioelectric/LED mask analyzes skin using artificial intelligence

• Provides customized treatment based on skin analysis

• Capable of connectivity via an app where customers can buy and download 

new signals

• The app option avoids tech waste for customers that can connect a mask 

through Bluetooth

Click to add text



Target Proteins
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Protein Action

Stromal Cell-Derived Factor 1 

(SDF1) and Platelet-Derived 

Growth Factor (PDGF)

Stem cell homing and cell 

proliferation

Col17A, Collagen 1, and 

Collagen

Maintenance of skin structure 

and regulation of local stem 

cells

Tropoelastin/Elastin Skin elasticity

Klotho
Anti-aging and DNA repair 

effects

Follistatin
General metabolic condition 

and anti-aging effects



PRECLINICAL
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Elastin Collagen 1 Collagen 3 Klotho
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THREE DAY STIMULATION

Purpose:

The purpose of this research was to determine the bioelectric 

signaling sequence that produces the largest expression of Elastin, 

Collagen 1, Collagen 3, and Klotho.

Methodology:

Human skin cells were stimulated in vitro for 60 minutes with an 

FDA-approved stimulator for three days. mRNA expression was

analyzed in the cells for each target protein using RT-qPCR.

18% 35.4% 44% 420%

No Animal Testing
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CLINICAL
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A104 Skin Analyzer

The A104 Skin Analyzer is a photographic imaging tool that provides clinical 

measurement of surface and subsurface facial skin conditions. It measures ten 

dermal and epidermal skin parameters including pores, dark spots, wrinkles, texture, 

porphyrin, pigmentation, moisture, sensitive areas, brown areas, and sun damage.

The analyzer uses RGB visible light, PL polarized light, and UV ultraviolet light to 

measure skin conditions. The RGB white light detects pores, dark spots, and wrinkles. 

The PL light is polarized and detects surface texture, fine lines, wrinkles, and skin 

smoothness. The UV light detects skin irregularities including sun damage, acne, deep 

pigmentation, stain distribution, pore blockage, and oil secretion.

Results Nomenclature 

The results are expressed as percentages that compare the person's skin health to that 

of a group of same-age people. The higher the percentage, the better the skin 

health for all parameters.

RGB Pore detects circular surface openings of sweat glands. The percentage of pores 

measures the state of surface pores. A greater number of spots indicates severe 

plugging of pores. The measurement of pores is expressed in two colors; peach pink 

indicates small pores, and red indicates larger pores.

RGB Spot detects facial skin pigmentation, spot color, and size. Brown or red skin 

marks are distinguishable by the distinct color and contrast from the background skin 

tone. Spots vary in size and shape and are generally visible to the naked eye. The red 

line marks the dark area, and the green line marks the lighter areas.



A 104 Skin Analyzer

Results Nomenclature
RGB Wrinkles indicates the current state of lines on the skin caused by aging, dry 

skin, or expression lines. Wrinkles also indicates the existing skin texture and loss 

of collagen.

PL Texture indicates non-smooth areas of the skin. This can include lumps, patches, 

and irregularities caused by wrinkles, pits, scarring, sun and wind damage.

UV Porphyrin indicates blocked pores. It analyzes acne, closed acne, blackheads, oil

secretion, and water and oil imbalance. It also indicates the secretion of oil and 

blackheads in the deep layers of the skin. Typically, the more sebum secretion, the

greater the degree of acne in the epidermis. Red represents the more obvious acne, 

and pink represents the less obvious acne. 

UV Pigmentation is the aggregation of skin pigmentation in the dermis. It refers to 

the discoloration in the deep skin. This is usually caused by an excessive use of 

cosmetics containing lead and mercury or too many chemical compositions. The red 

line indicates the darker color pigments, and the green color indicates the lighter color 

pigments.

UV Moisture indicates the status of skin hydration, especially in the deep skin.

Sensitive Areas indicates areas of inflammation and the degree of inflammation. 

The green circles indicate sensitive areas and the distribution of inflammation. It can 

also indicate a damaged part of the stratum corneum. Red represents a severely

inflamed area.

Brown Areas shows skin metabolism, cellular activity, and the ability to repair of the 

skin dermis. For example, poor cellular activity can cause poor skin metabolism which 

can lead lead to poor repair capacity, inflammation and skin sensitivity. Poor 

metabolism can also affect water and oil distribution, increasing the risk o acne and 

wrinkles. Red lines represent areas of weak metabolism and green lines indicate 

areas where celluar activity is better.

UV Damage indicates skin damage caused by ultraviolet rays. The red lines and 

spots represent more severe UV damage, and the green lines and spots represent 

the less severe UV damage.
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Three, 45-minute treatments, per week for four weeks

Before and After Four Week Treatment



Case Study Three
23-year-old Female

Before and After Four Week Treatment

AfterBefore

Treated or Acne
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Target Proteins
Mesenchymal Stem Cells (MSCs)

Mesenchymal stem cells are self-renewing cells from fat and bone marrow that can 

differentiate into various cell lineages [10, 11].

SDF 1A

The stromal cell-derived factor 1α (SDF1) proprietary signal recruits MSCs to the area 

where the bioelectric signal is applied [1, 2, 3]. The upregulation of SDF1

mobilizes and recruits MSCs from bone marrow to proper locations to repair 

damaged tissues [1, 2, 3, 4].

PDGF

Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) is a family of proteins that mediates tissue 

remodeling [12, 13]. PDGF upregulated during the SkinStim treatment

encourages healthy keratinocyte cell growth, migration, and re-epithelization for the 

MSCs recruited via the SDF1 proprietary signal [13].

Collagen 17A1

Collagen (COL17A1) is a protein found in the dermo-epidermal membrane and 

regulates local stem cells [17].

Collagen 3A1 and Collagen 1A1

COL1 and COL3 are proteins best for improving skin elasticity. It provides

structural support to tissues and plays important roles in cellular processes.

VEGF

Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is a protein essential in blood vessel 

formation and the inflammatory response. It also helps with recruiting MSCs [6, 7]. 

VEGF is therapeutic to enhance skin repair and regeneration through angiogenesis 

and recruitment of MSCs [3, 4, 8].

Klotho

Klotho is a protein known for its anti-aging effects [18][19]. In the scientific field of aging, 

Klotho has gained significant interest due to its' correlation with disease and aging.

Tropoelastin

Tropoelastin is the precursor protein for elastin, responsible for generating elastic

fibers for tissue elasticity and resistance [21]. Defects in the elastin gene are seen in 

patients who exhibit loose, sagging skin [21, 22]. Increased elasticity improves skin 

tissue regeneration and angiogenesis.
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